BGS Global Institute of Medical Sciences.
RGUHS EXAMINATIONS: INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS
1. Students appearing for Examination must be present at 8.00 AM in the examination centre
premises.
2. Students must see display board for their register numbers and place of allocation.
3. Malpractice of any kind is prohibited; CCTV Surveillances System and mobile phone jammers
are in place at the examination hall.
4.

Candidates must compulsorily carry his/her Hall Ticket and College ID card during the theory
examination and practical and Viva-voce.

5. Register number of the candidate should be .written clearly in the space provided in the main
answer booklet used by the candidate. Failure to write the register number in additional sheets
will result in rejection of additional sheet(s).
6. Candidate should not remove any page from answer book or additional sheets.
7. Candidate should not bring any book into the examination room.
8. Candidate suspected of violation of the instructions or involved in Malpractice shall be subjected
to physical verification by the authorized person.
9. The punishment for Malpractice will be decided by the Chief Superintendent.
10. Morning Session: first bell at 8.00 AM, The candidates will be allowed to enter the examination
hall upon showing their admission ticket and occupy their seats, after the thermal screening.
11. Morning Session: Second bell at 8.30am, Candidates will carefully enter the required details
including their register number using the respective circle to shade on the first page of the given
answer script. No candidate shall be allowed to the exam hall after the second bell i.e., after 8.30 AM.
12. Morning session: third bell at 9.00 AM, Distribution of question paper to students and
commencement of the examination.
13. Morning session: fourth bell at 11.30am, this is a caution bell indicating that 30 minutes is
remaining for the conclusion of the examination.
14. FIFTH Bell at 10 minutes before (11.50am) :
15. LAST BELL: (12 Noon)


End of examination. All the students must leave the exam hall leaving their answer
booklets in the

allotted place.

16. No apron and they should dress decently.
17. No mobile or other audio/visual sets
18. Only Dark Blue/Black ball point pen has to be used for writing. Gel pens should not be used
by the students.
19. For drawing diagrams, following colors can be used; Red-arteries, Blue – veins, Yellow –
nerves, Brown – muscles, Hematoxylyn and Eosin pencils for Histology diagrams.

